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ABSTRACT
Assessment of software tends to focus on postmortem evaluation of metrics like correctness, mergeability, and code coverage. This is evidenced in the current practices of continuous integration and deployment that focus on software’s ability to pass unit tests before it can be merged into a deployment pipeline. However, little attention or tooling is given to the assessment of the software development process itself. Good process becomes both more challenging and more critical as software complexity increases. Real-time evaluation and feedback about a software developer’s skills, such as incremental development, testing, and time management, could greatly increase productivity and improve the ability to write tested and correct code. My work focuses on the collection and analysis of fine-grained programming process data to help quantitatively model the programming process in terms of these metrics. I report on my research problem, presenting past work involving the collection and analysis of IDE event data from junior level students working on large and complex projects. The goal is to quantify the programming process in terms of incremental development and procrastination. I also present a long-term vision for my research and present work planned in the short term as a step toward that vision.
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1 MOTIVATION
In my research, I develop models to quantify a student’s programming process. By measuring the programming process, I can empirically evaluate its adherence to known best practices in software engineering. Once I can characterize the observed process, I hope to build tools that provide developers with intelligent and timely feedback when they are in danger of straying from those practices. In the long term, I hope to contribute to the standardization and adoption of continuous software assessment techniques that evaluate not only the final product, but also the process undertaken to produce it.

Mid-level Computer Science courses often involve major programming projects, with lifecycles measured in weeks. Assessment of such projects tends to focus on postmortem evaluation of aspects like correctness, code style, and code coverage, as measured by tools such as Web-CAT [5], or available in Eclipse. However, there is little attention or tooling spared for the assessment of the software development process itself. This assessment becomes both more challenging and more crucial to address as software complexity increases. None of the aspects mentioned above directly address a major concern that too many students are unable to complete programming projects at this scale. This often is a result of inadequate skill by the student in good project management techniques, including time management [6] and fundamental development processes such as incremental development and proper use of testing [2, 14].

Previous work [6] showed that when students received A/B scores on projects, they started earlier and finished earlier than when those same students received C/D/F scores. Subsequent work [13] showed that course-grained adaptive e-mail interventions were associated with significantly reduced rates of late program submission and significantly increased rates of early program submissions.

These studies provided encouraging evidence that: 1) Procrastination has a strong correlation with lower project scores, and 2) Regular, automatic, and adaptive feedback helps reduce procrastination, and might help change other types of student programming behavior.

2 RELATED WORK
The Web-Center for Automated Testing (Web-CAT) [5] is a web-based automated grading system that allows students to make multiple submissions to an assignment and receive immediate feedback. Feedback can be about correctness, code style, or code coverage by student-written tests. While Web-CAT’s model of multiple submissions affords us the ability to get a rough idea of the project’s trajectory over time, submission level data is considered the least granular form of student-data [8]. To assess incremental development and testing, we would need to collect data during development, rather than at submission.

To this end, we developed DevEventTracker [11], an Eclipse plugin that collects event-level data. As described in [8], DevEventTracker collects data for: executions, compilations, file saves, line-level edits. It also captures periodic Git snapshots, providing a rich representation of a project’s evolution over time. Coupled with submission data from Web-CAT (and the associated results from instructors’ unit tests), this provides for more robust analysis of a student’s programming process.

The Test My Code (TMC) plugin [15] for NetBeans records events whenever the student saves, runs, or tests code using tests provided by the instructor. Hosseini, et al [7] make use of this plugin in an attempt to achieve goals similar to ours, but with a few differences in the type of data collected. For example, in terms of detecting student testing, the TMC plugin collects data on runs of pre-written
tests provided by the instructor, while DevEventTracker collects data about students writing and running their own tests, providing information about the student’s autonomous software development habits, which is ultimately what we wish to assess.

Hackystat [10] is an open-source project from the University of Hawaii. It consists of sensors integrated into the user’s development environment of choice that trigger when certain actions are taken. DevEventTracker builds upon Hackystat, using its client-side protocols and preexisting sensors in conjunction with our own to send data to the server. In terms of added functionality, DevEventTracker tracks program executions and Git snapshots, and ties the collected event data to Web-CAT assignment submissions, allowing analysis of programming behavior and project outcomes.

We conducted qualitative evaluation of the metrics in [11] by interviewing students to assess the metrics’ accuracy against students’ self-perceived notions of their own programming process on individual projects. In addition to this, we conducted manual inspection of Git repositories. Overall, we found the metrics to be mostly accurate, with some room for improvement. Following this, we conducted quantitative evaluation of the four metrics to assess their relationships with the outcomes described above [12]. By examining the original four metrics, we can develop and evaluate refinements with the aim of better characterizing intuitive notions of good software development practices. Our quantification of procrastination was significantly related to project correctness and finishing solutions on time. The median test edit time as captured by DevEventTracker was significantly related to total time spent on the project. A preliminary predictive model using these two metrics showed 69% accuracy at classifying a project as ‘solved’ or not (where a ‘solved’ project scored greater than 95% correct on instructors’ unit tests).

The metrics described and evaluated above were calculated in a way that could only provide useful information after a project has been completed. This can be useful feedback that helps the student follow better practices on the next project, but it would be better to give feedback as the student programs, so they may act on it before too much harm has been done. This ideal of continuous assessment and self-correction represents the long-term goal of my research.

We have made progress in quantifying the quality of a student’s programming process, but there is more to be done. I am currently pursuing software repository mining and static analysis techniques to assess the testing practices undertaken by students while arriving at a software solution. My hypothesis is that contextually richer data like Git snapshots will help to build a more informative model of the programming process, as compared to models built using IDE-events alone. Static analysis techniques enriched by Git histories give us the ability to assess the amount of work done between writing solution code and the testing of that same solution code. A model such as this one, not dependent on project-wide means and medians, shows potential for administration during a project lifecycle as opposed to after it. In addition to this, I plan to dynamically analyze a project’s test cases to assess their logical effectiveness over time.

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

Continuously collecting DevEvent data as students program gives us a unique insight into the development process of the typical student. The major benefit from this augmentation is twofold: 1) Our data are no longer limited by when a student decides to make a submission. 2) Since we are collecting data from the IDE itself, we have access to events that were not available through Web-CAT alone. With the data in hand, the next step is to use it to empirically determine if a student is practicing incremental development.

We collected data from three sections of a post-CS2, junior-level Data Structures and Algorithms course at Virginia Tech. After filtering, the dataset consists of the work of 162 students on 543 programming projects turned in across four assignments (approximately 6.3M events). Using this data, we developed the following measures to assess students’ time management skills and software testing habits [11]: Early/Often Index – how often a student works on the project, weighted by the number of days until the project deadline, Program/Test Executions – how much code a student writes before executing the project to test it. We have calculated this index in different combinations of solution/test code coupled with regular/test executions, and Incremental Test Writing – a measure of how much time passes, on average, between when students write solution code and test code.

Assessing incremental development is a non-trivial problem. A primary concern is that there is no readily available ‘ground truth’ against which we can test our calculated measures. There very well might be a correlation between project grades and incremental development, but there could be a group of students for whom these projects are not so challenging, and so they can get good grades even with poor incremental development practices. To address this, we validate our models against a number of project outcomes like correctness, time spent on the project, and whether or not the project was submitted on time.

We performed qualitative evaluation of the metrics in [11] by interviewing students to assess the metrics’ accuracy against students’ self-perceived notions of their own programming process on individual projects. In addition to this, we conducted manual

4 CONTRIBUTION

The most obvious contribution is to students taking programming courses. Regular interventions during project completion will keep students on track to complete assignments and follow best practices during project development. The students under study are junior-level students working on large and complex programming assignments. They are typically only two or three semesters removed from professional developers entering the workforce. The metrics developed in this research could easily be applied in an industrial setting. A primary vision of this research is to deploy an end-to-end pipeline that receives an incoming event stream and responds with timely and effective feedback to the developer.
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